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TEASER

FADE IN:

EXT. SPACE - THE ENTERPRISE

in standard orbit around the lush planet of Telos.

PICARD (V.O.)
Captain's log, stardate [5 digits]
point [digit]. The Enterprise is
escorting noted seismologist Tayla
Karain to observe the effects of an
impending asteroid impact on an
unexplored planet. Sadly, only a
day remains to study the abandoned
civilization we discovered here.

INT. TURBOLIFT

RIKER, TAYLA KARAIN, an intense, attractive woman, DATA and
GEORDI standing, in order, as DOOR closes.

RIKER
We've never seen an event of this
magnitude before.

KARAIN
I've been waiting years for it.

DATA
Doctor Karain, will the impact be
sufficient to prove your theory of
Tectonic Compliance, or could its
veracity remain in doubt?

KARAIN
It lives, or dies, in that impact.

GEORDI
I hope it lives. With your
equations, we'll be able to
stabilize the plates under hundreds
of planets too active to colonize
now.

KARAIN
lights up( )

Yes, we will.



RIKER
over Data, to(
Karain)

It sounds fascinating -- perhaps we
could discuss it over dinner.

DATA
Yes, I would welcome that
opportunity.

Riker, Karain, and Geordi laugh and move to leave as the
turbolift DOOR opens. Data's line over next scene.

DATA (V.O.)
Did I say something funny?

EXT. TELOS - DAY - ESTABLISH

an advanced looking CITY with abundant plant life.

INT. TELOS - DAY - ESTABLISH CONTROL ROOM

as one dominated by a dormant machine. It is symmetrically
encircled by cylindrical columns (approximate diameter 1 m.)
spanning from floor to ceiling. Their solidity, and close
spacing immediately suggests a purpose: barring access to
the machine. The open entrance leads to a terrace. The
bright outdoor light provides a significant source of
illumination. We see a number of ACTIVE, cryptic looking
displays, with consoles and chairs.

The away team MATERIALIZES.

Geordi begins SCANNING; Data goes to the consoles, Riker
follows; Karain wanders around, and will go outside to the
terrace.

GEORDI
Many of these materials are of
unknown composition. I read traces
of humanoid presence -- could be as
recent as a week ago.

DATA
This _is_ the control center for
the planet's entire infrastructure.

GEORDI
That's amazing -- is everything
still working?
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DATA
I cannot tell -- all systems appear
to be automated.

INT. CONTROL ROOM/EXT. TERRACE

affords a (perhaps implied) view of the city.

RIKER (O.S.)
Data, see if you can find out where
they went.

Geordi joins Karain, looking at the city. Riker goes to
columns; leans against them to peer in at the machine.

KARAIN
In a week, this will all be buried
in dust.

GEORDI
Hard to remain detached, isn't it?

Riker is intrigued -- the MACHINE has come to life...

RIKER (FADE OUT)
Data, this machine has turned on.
What do you... (make of it)

...and the SHIELDING has begun. Geordi "sees" it first. Data
will go to columns, we'll see him scanning.

(NOTE: SHIELDING, which gradually opacifies, is a contiguous
inelastic coating around all buildings.)

GEORDI
Hey, what's happening to the
buildings?

KARAIN
I don't see anything.

CONTROL ROOM - COLUMNS - DATA

prefers to SCAN a column instead of machine. Geordi and
Karain will approach shielded entrance; he'll stop her.

DATA
pickup( )

(the) ...nuclei are interlinked,
yielding a solid which is...

Data will reach out to touch a column...
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TERRACE

GEORDI
pickup, to Karain( )

(don't) ...touch it.
shouts( )

Commander -- Commander Ri... (ker).

...and we see/hear Data being ELECTROCUTED. We'll see Geordi
hit his insignia and start talking. Data falls to the
floor - - his touching hand, and tricorder in the other, are
both FRIED.

TERRACE

View inside has nearly faded out. Riker is over Data.

O'BRIEN'S COM VOICE
pickup; protesting( )

(I'm) ...only reading the Commander
sir.

CONTROL ROOM

RIKER
turns as he calls(
out)

Geordi!

He sees shielding; gets up; moves toward it.

TERRACE

GEORDI
pickup( )

(for a) ...wide radius -- they were
together. Beam us... (up now!)

CONTROL ROOM - WIDE SHOT

Outside just visible. Riker near door; hits INSIGNIA.

RIKER
Riker to...

The TRANSPORTER beam hits the three, but not Data.

INT. TRANSPORTER ROOM

Geordi and Karain MATERIALIZE. Geordi rushes to the console
to assist O'BRIEN. We hear the TRANSPORTER.
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O'BRIEN
The shielding's reflecting their
carriers sir -- I'm getting
multiple signals.

GEORDI
It's not opaque yet.

operating controls( )
...let's all get together now...

O'BRIEN
They're re-integrating --
sixteen -- eight -- four...

GEORDI
Two -- Got em!

They look up at the pad -- their jaws drop.

INT. ENTERPRISE - MAIN BRIDGE - COMMAND AREA

PICARD and TROI are seated.

Deanna becomes dizzy, and clutches her head.

TROI
This isn't possible.

PICARD
O'Brien, did you get them?

O'BRIEN'S COM VOICE
We didn't get Data, but we got the
Commander...

INT. TRANSPORTER ROOM

On the pad, two(!) Rikers are staring at each other, hands
still near their insignias. They will drop their hands (in
unison) and turn to look at the other three, whose
expressions will verify the truth.

O'BRIEN
...both of them sir.

INT. MAIN BRIDGE - CLOSE ON PICARD

PICARD
to no one( )

Both of them?
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FADE OUT.

END TEASER
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ACT ONE

FADE IN:

EXT. SPACE - STATIC LONG SHOT OF ASTEROID

with tiny Telos in b.g.  (...They both exist -- so what??)

INT. OBSERVATION LOUNGE

Picard is seated at the head; CRUSHER then RIKER-1 to his
right; RIKER-2 then Troi to his left; WORF neutrally
opposite Picard.

The mood is serious and tense as we pick them up, waiting
for Picard to... He looks at each Riker for a moment, then
gestures to Riker-2.

PICARD
_You_ will choose.

RIKER-2
Tails.

RIKER-1
dark humor( )

That was going to be my choice.

PICARD
Computer, reveal your selection.

COMPUTER VOICE
Heads.

PICARD
to Riker-2( )

Deanna and I have both concluded
that a subordinate position would
be psychologically and logistically
unacceptable.

RIKER-2
glances at Riker-1( )

I agree.

PICARD
"Civilian guest" is the only
alternative status.

RIKER-2
What's going to happen sir?
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PICARD
I have contacted Starfleet. But
until I receive further word, you
must stay out of uniform, and not
interfere in ship's business, in
any way. Is that understood?

RIKER-2
Yes, sir, I understand.

CRUSHER
Where will he stay?

PICARD
thinks momentarily( )

A simulation of... (your quarters)

RIKER-2
interrupting( )

Guest quarters will be fine.

TROI
to Riker-2( )

Will, your dual existence could be
very disturbing to the crew. I
think you should avoid contact with
them.

PICARD
I agree.

expected a(
response)

Mr. Worf, assign quarters to Mr.
Riker, and explain his status to
the crew.

Before Worf can respond, Riker-2 suddenly comes alive.
Riker- 1 has been avoiding him, and will be startled; the
others a bit stunned.

RIKER-2
to Riker-1( )

What time did I wake up this
morning?

RIKER-1
Six-fifteen, I asked the computer.

RIKER-2
What did Deanna and I talk about
yesterday?
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WORF
miffed( )

We don't have time for this --
Commander Data needs our help.

RIKER-2
Captain, I want doctor Crusher to
run the rest of those tests.

CRUSHER
Will, don't...

PICARD
(hits insignia; looking pointedly
at Riker-2) Commander LaForge,
doctor Karain, please report to the
observation lounge.

Riker-2, abandoned, gets up and EXITS to the corridor.

WORF
There are security implications. I
recommend stripping him of all
clearances.

PICARD
letting him decide( )

What do you think, number one?

RIKER-1
I agree.

(NOTE: I may sometimes lie about which Riker is which...)

EXT. TELOS - DAY - THE CITY

as before. All the buildings are now SHIELDED.

INT. TELOS - CONTROL ROOM

MACHINE on; Data and tricorder in previous positions.

Data and the tricorder are hit by a BEAM. Data's damaged
hand and the tricorder are REPAIRED, leaving a SCHEMATIC
record on a display for him to discover.

Data's body, though lying down, re-animates to his posture
at column touching, and he opens his eyes.
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DATA
continuing teaser(
line)

...and incompressible, thus...

Data is puzzled, lowers his arm, gets up and retrieves the
tricorder. He sees the schematics and goes to them.

He SCANS his hand with the tricorder, quite delighted that
both have been so amazingly repaired.

He notices the SHIELDED entrance and investigates.

He SCANS the shielding, reaches out, then hesitates. He
looks at the columns, glances back at the schematic, shrugs,
smiles wryly then touches shielding with resolve.

Nothing happens.

INT. OBSERVATION LOUNGE

Picard, Riker-1, LaForge, Worf, and Karain are seated.

We pick them up debating over how best to rescue Data. The
debate will become quite heated.

PICARD
Geordi, what would be the best way
to deflect the asteroid out of the
planet's path?

GEORDI
Go there and tow it. The thing's
huge Captain. The tractor beam can
only support so much load -- it'd
take hours.

PICARD
Worf, what about breaching the
shields?

WORF
We would have to _continue_
studying the shields, prepare a
plan, and then execute it. The time
involved and chance of succeeding
are unknown.

Picard reflects for a moment. Data's existence and Dr.
Karain's important research are both at stake.
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GEORDI
The damage Commander Riker
described sounds pretty severe. If
his positronic containment field is
leaking... Captain, I'm sure I can
figure it out.

WORF
Shielding this dense is even more
advanced than Romulan cloaking. And
you _know_ how long we have been
working on that problem.

KARAIN
What if the shields _don't_ drop?
We'd still have to breach them, and
my theory will _never_ get tested.

RIKER-1
What if these people are coming
back? That room controls their
entire infrastructure. If we
destroy its shielding, Captain...

KARAIN
That asteroid will annihilate all
life on the planet. They're not
coming back! If we can't breach the
shields then we should tow it, but
not before we try.

RIKER-1
If we eliminate the asteroid, they
won't _need_ the shields. Sir, it's
the only safe choice.

GEORDI
We can't study them at long range.
If they don't drop, then all that
time was wasted -- time Data may
not have.

WORF
Towing time will increase as the
asteroid approaches. If breaching
fails we face an even greater
delay. Time _is_ the question, sir.

Picard indicates he has heard enough debate by going to the
view port. He looks down at the planet.
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PICARD
This question hinges on whether
these people are returning. Why
have they erected this elaborate
system of shielding?

GEORDI
As a backup plan? They only left a
week ago, that's cutting it awfully
close.

PICARD
Worf?

WORF
I agree with this point.

Picard goes back to his chair and sits down.

PICARD
I cannot accept that these people
are coming back. Based on the
probable severity of Data's damage,
I believe we must rescue him soon,
or not at all. And I know he would
not wish doctor Karain's research
to be unnecessarily jeopardized.

beat( )
Mr. LaForge, prepare a plan to
breach the shields. Worf, assist
him.

The ironic logic of their co-assignment doesn't escape them
as they AD LIB replies and EXIT to the bridge.

PICARD (cont'd)
Doctor Karain, I need to know where
the asteroid will strike, and what
protection is afforded by this
shielding.

RIKER-1
(interjecting; a bit too pointed)
He wants to know if Data will
survive.

Picard notes his presumptions. Karain ponders.

KARAIN
I'll need a team, and most of your
main computer's time.
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PICARD
Provide doctor Karain with the
resources she needs, and assist in
her analysis.

gets up( )
I'll begin investigating the
legalities of your predicament.

RIKER-1
What if this has never happened
before?

PICARD
Then a precedent is about to be
established, isn't it?

INT. GUEST QUARTERS - RIKER-2

at reader in civies; we won't see the event (he won).

ANNOUNCER VOICE
Will Riker's in a tough spot in the
Starfleet Pareecees (Squares)
final -- he's eight points behind
with only two minutes left. Tarek
jumps to another square, he's going
to shoot...

suddenly excited( )
Look at Riker! -- he's...

INSERT READER

displaying SYSTEM message for terminated program.

RIKER-2 (O.S.)
Computer, why did you stop it?

BACK TO SHOT

COMPUTER VOICE
Restricted personal record of
Commander William T. Riker; access
denied.

The door will CHIME.

RIKER-2
I am... (Riker!)

to caller( )
Go away.
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TROI (V.O.)
It's Deanna.

INT. CORRIDOR - GUEST QUARTERS DOOR - TROI

TROI
getting no(
response)

Will, I'm here as your friend.

Riker-2 looks like he needs one, when the DOOR opens.

INT. GUEST QUARTERS

Troi is seated, waiting for Riker-2 to speak.

RIKER-2
Deanna, everything in my life has
been subordinated to a single
purpose: becoming a Starfleet
officer and, eventually, Captain.

TROI
You're ready for that now.

RIKER-2
Not until I could do what Captain
Picard just did. But all of that is
gone now -- my future, my present,

glances at reader( )
even my past is gone. Starfleet
will never allow two William Rikers
in its ranks.

beat( )
Deanna, if I can't have Starfleet,
I don't want to go on living.

TROI
Everyone's life has to have a
purpose -- it's what gives identity
to our existence. But our careers
are not an end in themselves,
they're only a means, to a higher
end.

RIKER-2
And what's that?

TROI
Living.

(MORE)
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pause( )
TROI (cont'd)

If you choose life, you will find a
new purpose, a new career.

imploring( )
Give it time, Will.

takes his hands( )
Your new life will happen -- I
promise.

INT. TELOS - CONTROL ROOM - DATA

is seated at a console accessing the computer.

He keeps looking over at the machine area -- he seems to be
trying to turn the shield machine off.

INT. ENGINEERING - GEORDI AND WORF

at a console. They've just solved the problem.

GEORDI
We'll have to do one or two test
sequences before switching to full
power. You operate the phasers from
the bridge, I'll make the
adjustments down here.

hits insignia( )
Captain, we can breach the shield.

PICARD'S COM VOICE
Good work Geordi.

GEORDI
looking at Worf( )

Don't thank me sir, it was Worf who
found the notch in the shield
spectrum.

INT. TELOS - CONTROL ROOM - COLUMN AREA - DATA

is looking at one. The damn machine is still on in the b.g.

The column DECASES.

(NOTE: DECASING effect: A glowing pad, embedded in ceiling
above columns, "sucks" the column material up in a beam,
leaving a pedestal at the bottom.)

LORD DRACHAN (dray-cun), an elderly robust humanoid, opens
his eyes and looks at Data. He will step down.
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DRACHAN
imperiously( )

Who are you? Why have I been
decased? Is it over yet?

getting no(
response)

Answer me!

FADE OUT.

END ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

FADE IN:

EXT. SPACE - THE ENTERPRISE

is in synchronous orbit around Telos.

PICARD (V.O.)
Captain's log supplemental. Worf
and LaForge have devised a plan for
breaching the planet's shields. I
hope to have Data back in time to
effect his repair.

We see/hear ship fire a short PHASER pulse at Telos.

EXT. TELOS - DAY - CONTROL BUILDING

We see the PHASER pulse ABSORBED by the shield.

INT. ENGINEERING - ESTABLISH

Geordi at a console watching GRAPHIC of shield spectrum.

He sees prior result of notching beam; current effect of
test breaching pulse.

GEORDI
operates controls( )

Okay Worf...

INT. MAIN BRIDGE - ESTABLISH

Worf at his station; Picard, Riker-1 in command area.

GEORDI'S COM VOICE
...we got what we needed.

beat( )
The pulse width is set.

INT. ENGINEERING - GEORDI AT CONSOLE

Geordi watching breaching GRAPHIC showing him:

GEORDI
I'm just narrowing the notching
frequencies a bit -- ready.
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WORF'S COM VOICE
Firing the notching beam.

We hear the PHASERS come on, and Geordi sees the real-time
effect on the breaching GRAPHIC.

INT. MAIN BRIDGE

Worf shuts off the PHASERS.

PICARD
to Riker-1( )

Their Achilles heel.

Riker-1 smiles.

EXT. SPACE - ENTERPRISE AND TELOS

WORF (V.O.)
Firing at full power.

Enterprise emits a PHASER pulse; it hits Telos; several
PHASER pulses return and STRIKE ship in various locations.

INT. MAIN BRIDGE

is JOLTED by the strikes, and the LIGHTS go off; Worf and
several others fall down.

INT. ENGINEERING - GEORDI

is thrown against the console -- his head strikes it.

INT. MAIN BRIDGE

RED ALERT comes on. Worf gets up and looks at console.

PICARD
What happened?

Worf will shut off RED ALERT.

WORF
The phaser burst reflected off the
shield. We sustained several direct
hits.

(MORE)
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studying console( )
WORF (cont'd)

Life support is on emergency
backup. There is no power to
shields, weapons or engines.

There is a brief pause, as Riker-1 and Picard look
quizzically at each other.

RIKER-1
Good thing we're in a high orbit.

INT. ENGINEERING

A CREWMAN has come to the unconscious Geordi.

PICARD'S COM VOICE
Bridge to engineering.

CREWMAN
Captain, commander LaForge is
hurt -- he's unconscious.

INT. MAIN BRIDGE

Riker-1 will get up and EXIT via the turbolift.

PICARD
Will, get down there.

to com system( )
Doctor Crusher, medical emergency
in engineering.

WORF
overly subdued( )

Sir, we were hit in precise,
strategic locations -- there is no
record of our having been
scanned...

Picard gets up; takes a step to the main viewer.

PICARD
Data, what are you doing?

goes to turbolift( )
Monitor the planet for any sign of
Data trying to communicate.

WORF
I would be quite interested in what
he had to say.
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Picard EXITS into the turbolift.

INT. SICKBAY

Geordi is lying on an examining table being treated by
Crusher; Troi observing from reception area.

Geordi regains consciousness, moans, tries to sit up.

CRUSHER
stopping him( )

Just take it easy -- you've
suffered a serious blow to the
head.

Picard enters and stops at Troi; she looks distressed.

TROI
Captain, I'm afraid this might be
my fault.

PICARD
Your fault?

Crusher's coming over will interrupt them.

TROI
The empathic presence of both
Rikers has been making me a bit
dizzy -- I'm having trouble
focusing. But...

PICARD
to Crusher( )

How is he?

CRUSHER
He has a bad concussion. He wants
to return to duty, but it's too
dangerous -- he needs rest.

PICARD
Beverly, Data is Geordi's best
friend. Don't you think the stress
of not helping to rescue him could
be just as dangerous?

leads them to(
Geordi)

How are you feeling?
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GEORDI
sits up, winces( )

Fine Captain.

PICARD
I doubt that.

hits insignia( )
Number one, damage report.

RIKER-1'S COM VOICE
The strikes caused a surge in the
power conduits to all our main
systems. Most of the control valves
are fused.

PICARD
How long to replace them?

RIKER-1'S COM VOICE
Hours, maybe a day, depending on
how many of us work on it.

CRUSHER
to Geordi( )

You're _not_ replacing control
valves.

GEORDI
to com circuit( )

What about propulsion?

INT. ENGINEERING - RIKER-1

RIKER-1
I've ordered all unnecessary
systems shut down. I'm using their
conduits to get power to the
impulse engines, but it's flowing
all over the ship to get there.
Data's damage hasn't affected his
aim.

TROI'S COM VOICE
There may be someone else on the
planet.

INT. SICKBAY

Everyone is a bit surprised by the news.
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RIKER-1'S COM VOICE
With detailed knowledge of the
Enterprise?

PICARD
We can't make any assumptions
without more information.

to Geordi( )
I need to find a way to communicate
with Data.

CRUSHER
Jean Luc!

GEORDI
Well... He can read the shield
response -- and we know he can
change it.

thinks( )
I could couple a modulator to the
tractor beam and try attaching it
to the shield -- that'd probably
work.

to Crusher( )
I'd only be sitting at a console...

CRUSHER
wants to resist,(
can't)

Alright. But I need you here for a
while longer.

INT. GUEST QUARTERS - DOOR - RIKER-2

is answering it. It OPENS to reveal a timid Karain.

KARAIN
I thought you might like some
company.

RIKER-2
How bad is the damage?

KARAIN
I don't think it's too bad -- the
science labs are down, but you --
he, the commander, said they'd be
up again in a couple of hours.

waits( )
Can I come in?

He turns back to the room in invitation.
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RIKER-2
suddenly( )

Has he done anything odd?

KARAIN
eyes widen( )

What do you mean, "odd"?

RIKER-2
I don't know, anything --
suspicious, or unusual?

KARAIN
what's going on?( )

Suspicious?

RIKER-2
No, I mean, is he handling
everything?

KARAIN
carefully( )

I'd say you were handling things
rather well -- I wouldn't be here
if you weren't.

RIKER-2
What do you mean by "you" --
shouldn't you be saying "he"?

Each is "approaching" a personal psychological cliff.

KARAIN
"stepping back"( )

Look, there's nothing I can do
until _he_ does some repairs. In
the meantime, I was hoping to take
_you_ up on your dinner offer.

He "steps back". There's nothing he can do either, so:

RIKER-2
smiles( )

Did you have anything in mind?

KARAIN
laughs( )

It hasn't exactly been my first
concern!

thinks momentarily( )
How about Leruvian?
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RIKER-2
Leruvian? What's that?

KARAIN
It's thirty-three courses, of...

RIKER-2
Thirty-three!

KARAIN
They're only a mouthful -- but each
one comes with its own piece of
music to complement the flavor,
texture and aroma. You'll love it.

Riker-2 smiles.

(NOTE: SERVICE SHAFT set depicts three similar areas.)

INT. SERVICE SHAFT(1) - SHAFT - ESTABLISH PICARD

engaged in the awkward job of valve replacement.

Worf appears. Picard will finish at some point; come out to
corridor; perform diagnostics on a panel.

WORF
scolding( )

I thought so! You should not be
doing this -- it is too dangerous.

PICARD
We have to get the ship working
before the asteroid arrives.

WORF
I will relieve you.

PICARD
Nothing from the planet?

WORF
No sir, but Geordi should be ready
soon.

pause( )
Captain, perhaps the second Riker
would be willing to assist.

PICARD
And if our "civilian guest"
installs one improperly, what will
I say to Starfleet, or the victims'

(MORE)
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families? What would it do to
PICARD (cont'd)

_Commander_ Riker?

WORF
I had not considered that.

watching a test( )
Hmm, that is not standard protocol.

then understands( )
Yes, a wise precaution.

PICARD
will finish tests( )

And if the Commander commits the
same error? Do we take the second
one out of his cabinet, dust him
off and continue as if nothing had
happened?

watches Worf(
consider)

Yes, it's all too seductive isn't
it?

Picard ENERGIZES the control valve.  ...It works.

INT. GUEST QUARTERS

Riker-2 and Karain have just finished dinner. A large pile
of miniature serving dishes has built up.

RIKER-2
Tayla, that was truly wonderful.

KARAIN
See? You don't discover everything
warping around the galaxy.

RIKER-2
Tell me more about this project --
you have me intrigued.

KARAIN
If my theory's correct...

RIKER-2
If?

KARAIN
smiles( )

I plan to be part of the first
colonization team. We've already
selected the planet. Have you ever
been to the Ceradan system?
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RIKER-2
No, I don't think so.

KARAIN
Oh, that's too bad... I've got most
of the key people -- we still need
a leader though.

RIKER-2
Why not you?

KARAIN
I'll be in charge of the
geophysical group. We need an
executive leader...

smiles at him( )
...someone with experience similar
to yours.

He just smiles.

KARAIN (cont'd)
continuing( )

I wish you could see Ceradan-Four
Will, especially at sunrise. You'd
never want to set foot on a
spaceship again.

RIKER-2
Maybe we can.

to com circuit( )
Computer, is the holodeck working?

COMPUTER VOICE
The holodeck is operational.

RIKER-2
to com circuit( )

Does the Enterprise have a profile
of planet Ceradan-Four?

COMPUTER VOICE
Standard survey data for planet
Ceradan-Four is available.

RIKER-2
to com circuit( )

Prepare a holodeck simulation of
Ceradan-Four, time, sunrise...

to Karain( )
Location?
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COMPUTER VOICE
Access denied.

The reminder of his status casts a chill on the moment.

RIKER-2
disgusted( )

You'll have to do it.

KARAIN
(smiles; to dispel chill) Can we
have it _without_ the earthquakes?

Riker-2 gets up and offers her his hand with a smile.

RIKER-2
Of course.

INT. MAIN BRIDGE

Picard and Troi seated in command; Geordi at Ops.

Riker-1 ENTERS from turbolift and goes to his chair.

GEORDI
(tapping controls; puzzled) That's
funny, the tractor beam isn't
responding. It was working
before...

EXT. CERADAN-FOUR - SUNRISE - RIKER-2 AND KARAIN

watching a dramatic vista from atop a high peak.

RIKER-2
Magnificent!

simply( )
Are you going to show it to
Commander Riker too?

KARAIN
some concern( )

Why do you keep asking me about
him? Is this some kind of
obsession? Or are you jealous, of
yourself?
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INT. MAIN BRIDGE

RIKER-1
What's wrong?

GEORDI
studying console( )

Well -- it is working -- there just
doesn't seem to be enough power.

EXT. CERADAN-FOUR

RIKER-2
his turn for(
concern)

See what you just did?
"Yourself" -- you used the first
person again. Are we
interchangeable?

hard hitting( )
Will you be having dinner, Leruvian
style, with him as well?

INT. MAIN BRIDGE

GEORDI
mad to discover( )

Someone is using the holodeck.

RIKER-1
The holodeck!

PICARD
aghast( )

Who could possibly be using the
holodeck in our present condition?

RIKER-1
I gave strict orders to the crew,
sir.

Troi looks like she knows who's in there.

EXT. CERADAN-FOUR

KARAIN
We've had a wonderful evening,
Will. But it's ours -- just as this
will be. Not his.

(MORE)
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beat( )
KARAIN (cont'd)

Working with him now is going to be
strange, but it will be strictly
professional. I won't even tell
him -- I promise.

INT. MAIN BRIDGE

PICARD
Picard to holodeck.

there is no(
response)

Geordi is attempting to shut the simulation down.

GEORDI
to Picard( )

The com system and auxiliary
overrides aren't responding
Captain.

PICARD
contemptuously( )

Number one, go shut it down.

Riker-1 gets up -- oh boy, does he ever look unpleased.

EXT. CERADAN-FOUR

KARAIN
So no more questions then? You
won't mention him anymore?

RIKER-2
Promise.

Tayla surveys Ceradan-four, and steps closer to Riker-2,
proud, open, vulnerable.

KARAIN
Well?

RIKER-2
surveys planet( )

Tayla, you have your leader.

INT. CORRIDOR - HOLODECK ENTRANCE - RIKER-1

goes to the panel and operates the controls.
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EXT. CERADAN-FOUR/INT. HOLODECK

Riker-2 and Karain are o.s. The HOLODECK DOOR appears.

NEW ANGLE REVEALING RIKER-2 AND KARAIN

entering a passionate embrace -- they don't notice the
SIMULATION vanish around them. They break off as they hear
the DOOR opening, and look to see who's there.

NEW ANGLE - HOLODECK DOOR - RIKER-1

is (obviously) shocked by what he sees.

FADE OUT.

END ACT TWO
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ACT THREE

FADE IN:

EXT. SPACE - FLYBY OF ASTEROID FACING SUN

in a CLOSER shot than Act One.  (...Oh ya, it's moving isn't
it? Gee, it's bigger than I thought -- but how close?)

INT. TELOS - CONTROL ROOM

The pickup of the viewer sees columns but not entrance.
Drachan will be at viewer; Data o.s. of its pickup.

INT. MAIN BRIDGE

Picard and Troi are seated in command area; Geordi and Worf
wherever.

Riker-1 ENTERS from turbolift, angry and upset.

RIKER-1
Some answers at last.

PICARD
Put it on the main -- no, wait.

to all( )
I don't want Data informed of
Commander Riker's situation -- it's
causing enough problems already.
Proceed.

Drachan appears on the main viewer.

DRACHAN
I am Drachan, Lord of Telos. Why
have you invaded and attacked my
planet?

PICARD
to Troi( )

You were right.
to Drachan;(
politely)

I am Jean-Luc Picard, captain of
the Federation starship Enterprise.
I assure you Mr. Drachan... (that
we)
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DRACHAN
_Lord_ Drachan.

PICARD
more officious( )

_Lord_ Drachan, our mission here is
a peaceful, scientific one.

DRACHAN
Your crewman has explained your
mission.

RIKER-1
I am Riker, first officer. Data,
our crewman, is an android -- a
machine. He sustained serious
damage... (when he)

DRACHAN
interrupting( )

We repaired your primitive
android's damage.

beat( )
He has also told me of your "Prime
Directive". Tell me Captain, you
would not attack now, even if it
meant his life?

PICARD
I would not. We thought you and
your people had fled.

DRACHAN
a bit surprised( )

How would we leave?

WORF
You have no spacecraft, of any
kind?

DRACHAN
What for? Everything we need exists
here on Telos.

PICARD
Unfortunately, Lord Drachan, I am
now prohibited from intervening in
the coming cataclysm.
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DRACHAN
offended( )

Our shielding and encasement will
protect us. We don't need your
help.

TROI
What about the planet itself?

DRACHAN
Teraforming systems will re-
introduce life. In a few centuries,
Telos will be rejuvenated, and my
people decased.

PICARD
I had hoped to get Data back before
then.

GEORDI
disbelieving( )

You actually trust your machines to
work reliably for that long?

DRACHAN
In our entire recorded history, no
Telosian machine or system has ever
failed.

GEORDI
How long have you been keeping
records?

DRACHAN
That is unknown. Our record banks
are full, and overwritten as time
progresses.

The crew look at each other in amazement.

RIKER-1
rudely( )

Would you please lower your shields
so ... (we can get)

DRACHAN
interrupting( )

The shield system is fully
automated.
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PICARD
ticked off at(
Riker-1)

Will, let me handle this.
to Drachan( )

Perhaps you can find a way to lower
them manually. Commander Data's
expertise... (in these matters)

DRACHAN
interrupting;(
insulted)

I don't need his assistance! I can
study the system myself.

Drachan terminates the transmission. Who _is_ this man?

WORF
Lord Drachan's confidence would be
admirable, were it not so
offensive.

TROI
His confidence goes beyond mere
trust in his machinery. He believes
himself possessed of an unlimited
knowledge, and a faculty of
judgment incapable of error.

PICARD
He thinks he's a god.

TROI
In essence, yes.

GEORDI
after a delay( )

Captain, I'm getting strange
readings from the power generators
in Data's area.

INT. SCIENCE LAB

Karain and members of her team are present.

She and another are studying a GRAPHIC which shows the
impact point to be away from the city. Riker-1 enters and
goes to her. His manner is brusque.

RIKER-1
Well?
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Her associate senses the bad vibes and leaves. At first,
Karain tries to be considerate.

KARAIN
indicating( )

Here's where Data is. The asteroid
will strike somewhere in here.
Based on his specs, he should be
fine. Drachan couldn't survive, but
I assume his casing will protect
him.

RIKER-1
false smile( )

I suppose you're happy. The planet
getting wiped out after all?

KARAIN
pause( )

That's not fair -- this is my job.
Do you think pathologists want
people to die?

RIKER-1
You didn't seem to care if Data
would live earlier.

KARAIN
now she's mad( )

It's him, isn't it?

RIKER-1
You should have asked me.

KARAIN
What -- so you could have your turn
too? I don't get involved with
Starfleet officers Mr. Riker.

RIKER-1
It's interfering with our mission.
I think you should stop.

KARAIN
I see. Is that an order --
Commander?

RIKER-1
Yes, that's an order.
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INT. GUEST QUARTERS

Riker-2 is awaiting a visitor; someone CHIMES.

RIKER-2
Come.

Crusher ENTERS -- she's a bit uneasy.

CRUSHER
What's up?

RIKER-2
The Commander ordered Tayla not to
see me anymore.

CRUSHER
He can't do that.

RIKER-2
She said he's consumed by jealousy,
she used that word: "consumed".
Does this sound like me?

CRUSHER
No Will, but this whole
situation...

is very( )

RIKER-2
interrupting( )

Beverly, I want those tests.

CRUSHER
considers( )

Maybe we can make a deal.

EXT. SPACE - THE ENTERPRISE

in synchronous orbit of Telos; TRACTOR BEAM engaged.

INT. TELOS - CONTROL ROOM

Drachan will be at viewer; Data nearby; Enterprise main
bridge on display.

INT. MAIN BRIDGE

Picard and Troi are seated in command area.
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Drachan appears on the main viewer.

PICARD
Lord Drachan, some good news. The
asteroid is not going... (to
strike)

DRACHAN
interrupting( )

I have already determined that.

PICARD
The power generators in your
vicinity are increasing... (their
output)

DRACHAN
interrupting( )

I know that too.

Picard is strained by Drachan's rude, imperious manner.

PICARD
Can I please speak to Data?

Data will replace Drachan at the viewer console.

CONTROL ROOM  (NOTE: This change is subtle, but important.)

DATA
Captain, there is no way to lower
the shields from the control room
at this point. We must wait until
after the collision.

PICARD
I wanted to get you beforehand.

DATA
That option is unavailable sir.

PICARD
Why does the shielding in your
vicinity continue to intensify?
Their power generators have begun
venting high levels of radiation.

DATA
The Enterprise is in synchronous
orbit above our position. The
planet's sensors have mistaken it
for an asteroid. If you move, the
system will return to normal.
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TROI
Can you be encased for the impact?

DATA
There are several unused cylinders
here, but contact with their
material causes an inversion
reaction in my power systems. The
shock wave from the impact will be
just below my damage threshold
however.

MAIN BRIDGE

TROI
Captain, I don't like this.

PICARD
Neither do I.

DATA
Do not be concerned. The Telosian
engineers have embodied every
contingency into their design. I
will be fine. By the way, Lord
Drachan has agreed to allow the
deployment of doctor Karain's
seismic sensors.

TROI
aside to Picard( )

A magnanimous gesture.

PICARD
Good, convey my regards. We'll re-
establish contact with you after
the impact.

EXT. SPACE - THE ENTERPRISE

in synchronous orbit around Telos. We see the TRACTOR BEAM
go off, and the ship move from its position.

INT. SERVICE SHAFT(2) - CORRIDOR - ESTABLISH PICARD

approaching Riker-1, who's doing the valve diagnostics.

PICARD
I was expecting to find Geordi.
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RIKER-1
I sent him to sickbay for rest. He
shouldn't have been doing this.

PICARD
amused( )

This really is turning into a game
of musical chairs.

TROI'S COM VOICE
Captain, I have an incoming
transmission for you.

PICARD
I'll take it in my quarters. Is it
Starfleet?

INT. MAIN BRIDGE - TROI

is at Worf's console looking disturbed.

TROI
No sir, the message... (is from)

RED ALERT comes on.

COMPUTER VOICE
Warning. Plasma release imminent on
deck five.

Troi looks at the console, a bit unsure what to do.

INT. SERVICE SHAFT(2) - RIKER-1 AND PICARD

both look surprised. RED ALERT on.

INT. SEVICE SHAFT(3) - CORRIDOR - CLOSE ON RIKER-?

frantically punching buttons on the panel. We see the
MALFUNCTIONING valve in shaft in b.g. RED ALERT on.

PICARD'S COM VOICE
Picard to deck five. What's going
on?

VALVE shuts off. RED ALERT stops.
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RIKER-?
to com circuit( )

The inner seal of a valve started
leaking sir. It's shut off now.

INT. SERVICE SHAFT(2) - CORRIDOR - PICARD AND RIKER-?

PICARD
to Riker-?( )

What did I say just before Worf
fired the phasers?

Silence from Riker-2. HOLD on Picard: he can't speak.

INT. PICARD'S READY ROOM

The two Rikers, Riker-2 still in uniform, are seated on the
couch, Troi in the chair.

TROI
The Captain is really quite
furious, at both of you. He said,
quote, "Tell them I will join them
when I am able to bring my emotions
under control."

They hold on her for a moment, then look at each other.

Picard will ENTER early in following and stand on threshold
for a moment. The Rikers won't notice. He'll take a step so
DOOR closes. Troi will notice him and they'll look at each
other. He'll step up to Troi. They still won't notice until
Troi's line.

RIKER-2
You almost blew up a deck! How
could you be so careless?

RIKER-1
Captain Picard ordered _you_ not to
interfere.

RIKER-2
I did it for Geordi. What
difference does it make who
replaces the valves? And interfere?
What about the order you gave
Tayla? We have no authority over
the crew's personal life.
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RIKER-1
I do if it affects ship's business.

RIKER-2
The holodeck was my fault -- I told
her... (to)

RIKER-1
interrupting( )

Do you have any idea of the
position you put me in? Did you
sleep with her?

RIKER-2
That's none of your business!

TROI
subdued( )

Gentlemen.

Picard surveys them. His manner is completely closed.

PICARD
This situation is intolerable. Not
just physically, but meta-
physically. Look what it's doing to
you -- one of you disobeying and
deceiving me, the other becoming
negligent -- both consumed by
jealousy and mistrust. The
Federation law prohibiting
replication of sentient beings is
indeed well founded.

pause( )
The Federation Council has met to
consider your case. They have made
a difficult, but in my opinion,
very wise decision.

to Troi( )
Which is which?

TROI
indicates Riker-1( )

This is the commander.

Picard remains officious, and steps to Riker-2.

PICARD
After we recover Data, I have
orders to take you to Starbase
twenty- three. There, in the
presence of a Council

(MORE)
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representative and myself... ...you
PICARD (cont'd)

are to be destroyed.

FADE OUT.

END ACT THREE
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ACT FOUR

FADE IN:

EXT. TELOS - DAY - CITY

All buildings are still SHIELDED.

INT. CONTROL ROOM - DATA

stops accessing a console; turns to speak to Drachan.

DATA
Lord Drachan, in the last three
centuries, there has been a
considerable decline in scientific
research on Telos.

DRACHAN
Of course, we have nearly reached
our goal.

DATA
And what is that?

DRACHAN
Perfection. This is an epochal
generation for my people -- our
technology is infallible, our
knowledge nearly complete. And the
last Telosian to have ever erred,
has recently passed from our midst.

sincere pride( )
Mr. Data, I will be the first
leader of a perfect world.

Drachan will become distracted by something on a console.

DATA
That is not true, Lord Drachan. I
have discovered errors in all
branches of your science,
particularly Astrophysics. For
example, the erroneous Telosian
theory of stellar evolution has
caused numerous errors in your
Subatomic Physics. These are then
compounded in your Bio-Physics, and
even further in your Microbiology.
This has led your Immunologists...

(MORE)
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to( )
DATA (cont'd)

DRACHAN
interrupting( )

We're not finished yet.
viewing console( )

Why hasn't your ship moved from its
synchronous orbit?

DATA
looking at console( )

This does not make sense.

INT. TURBOLIFT - RIKER-1 AND WORF

WORF
challenging( )

How did you take the news of your
impending death?

RIKER-1
I'd say he took it with courage and
dignity.

WORF
I expected no less, honor in the
face of death.

The DOOR opens; they exit to main bridge.

INT. MAIN BRIDGE

Picard is in his seat; Karain at a science console.

Worf goes to his station; Riker-1 stops for line.

RIKER-1
All the repairs are complete
Captain -- safely.

Picard notes his implied regret, smiles in acceptance.
Riker-1 goes over to Karain.

PICARD
Good.

to Karain( )
Are the sensors ready doctor?

KARAIN
Any time Captain.
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PICARD
Launch them Mr. Worf.

ANGLE ON MAIN VIEWER - TELOS FROM STANDARD ORBIT POV

We see/hear the SENSOR launch.

ANGLE ON RIKER-1 AND KARAIN

RIKER-1
I owe you an apology.

beat( )
The moment we stepped off that
transporter pad, he and I became
different men. It took the
Council's decision to make me
realize he is one.

This strikes something deep inside her; she thinks. Troi
will ENTER from the turbolift soon and join Picard.

KARAIN
serious( )

Commander, there's something I need
to discuss with you...

a bit lighter( )
...over dinner perhaps?

RIKER-1
That, doctor Karain, is an
excellent idea. I don't think I've
eaten in a day.

to Picard( )
Sir, may the doctor and I be
dismissed?

WORF
in support; to(
Picard)

All sensors are in place and
responding.

PICARD
By all means, you've both earned
it.

Karain and Riker-1 will EXIT via the turbolift. Troi seems
pleased. Worf will join them soon.

PICARD (cont'd)
to Troi( )

How is he taking it?
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TROI
admiring( )

He understands, and accepts. He
doesn't need anyone right now.

WORF
Sir, the radiation level on the
planet continues to rise --
something is wrong.

INT. MAIN BRIDGE

Picard, Troi and Worf will be seated in command area.

INT. CONTROL ROOM

Data is at the viewer; Drachan sulking in a corner.

The Enterprise main bridge comes on the viewer.

DATA
Captain, I have discovered a design
flaw in the Telosian shielding
system.

PICARD
A flaw?

DATA
The radiation from the power
generators burned the ship's image
onto the sensor array. This is
causing the shields to intensify,
and radiation to increase in an
unregulated manner.

WORF
Positive feedback.

DATA
Precisely. It is the first thing we
were taught to avoid in Systems
Design.

TROI
How is Drachan taking the news?

DATA
glances over( )

He has not spoken in some time.
Captain, we face two related

(MORE)
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problems. The generators cannot
DATA (cont'd)

remain on overload for more than
another day without failing. If
they do, the Telosians in this area
will all die.

Picard and Troi look at one another.

PICARD
And the second one?

DATA
The Telosian designers assumed that
the incoming asteroid's blast shock
would eject the radiation into
outer space. If it remains...

PICARD
The Telosians in your area will all
die.

WORF
The sensors in your location are
not needed. Would destroying them
reset the system?

DATA
Their destruction was anticipated
during the arrival of the first
fragments. It is the impact shock
against the shields which resets
the system.

TROI
They thought of everything didn't
they?

DATA
Everything but us, counselor.

to...( )
Captain Picard. I have explored
every possible option available to
the Enterprise.

beat( )
Sir, there is only one solution.

PICARD
Let me speak to Drachan.

Data leaves the viewer to get Drachan.

MAIN BRIDGE - WORF, PICARD AND TROI
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WORF
Phasers could have achieved the
necessary stress, and dispersed the
radiation.

TROI
They haven't been repaired?

PICARD
The damage from Drachan's counter-
attack was too severe.

CONTROL ROOM - DRACHAN

is coming to the viewer, a smaller god now, but one about to
bestow a munificent gift.

DRACHAN
My actions have caused this
situation. You must allow our
generators to fail. When the
shields drop, you can recover your
crewman. He will not be harmed by
the radiation.

Picard will get up and step closer to the pickup.

PICARD
How very noble -- and convenient.
I'm afraid it isn't going to be
that easy for you Drachan. You're
going to have to _live_ with the
consequences of your actions. I
cannot allow our visit here to
result in the death of your people,
however indirect our culpability.
You asked if I live by my Prime
Directive. I'm retargetting that
asteroid -- you have your answer.

INT. GUEST QUARTERS - RIKER-2

is seated, dictating a letter into his reader.

Start CLOSE ON READER, then WIDEN; letter o.s. by end.

RIKER-2
Dear Will, To go where no one has
gone before, the motto of the
Enterprise. Well brother, you and I
have. This unique experience allows
me, a dying man, to pass to you, a

(MORE)
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living one, that final evaluation
RIKER-2 (cont'd)

of one's life that others can
conduct only once, if at all.

imperatively( )
Paragraph.

resume dictating( )
Ever since the telephone, writing
has become a dying art, I guess it
has been easier just to call. But
letters are a very special form of
communication, one that lets us
transcend the concerns of our day
to day existence, and share instead
the deepest thoughts and feelings
that define our true natures.

imperatively( )
Paragraph.

resume dictating( )
I have only one regret. If I could
live again, the first thing...

I would do( )

Someone CHIMES.

RIKER-2 (cont'd)
Come.

Karain ENTERS. Their last encounter was her angry break-off
after Riker-1's order. He had accepted that too...

RIKER-2 (cont'd)
continuing( )

I already know about Data.

KARAIN
No, I have an apology to make.

RIKER-2
For accusing me of his jealousy?

KARAIN
No, for using you.

pause( )
I didn't fall in love with you, I
fell in love with him -- Will
Riker, Starfleet Officer. Seeing
you allowed me to have him, without
the drawback of never having him. I
came to ask you for another
chance -- a chance to fall in love
with Will Riker, colony leader.

He pauses, sure that she hasn't been told.
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RIKER-2
Tayla, they're going to destroy me.
I have less than a week to live.

KARAIN
They're not going to destroy you,
we're going to appeal. Think of it
Will, it doesn't make any sense.
We'll be on Ceradan-Four in a
corner of the galaxy. He'll be on a
Starship flying around it. You
won't even see each other again.
You'll be the two separate people
you are.

RIKER-2
Like identical twins.

KARAIN
Exactly. In fact that argument will
be part of our defense.

RIKER-2
They have to allow an appeal don't
they?

KARAIN
Of course they do -- you're facing
the death penalty for a crime which
no one has committed.

RIKER-2
considering( )

It'll be a tough case to win. We'd
have to get the Commander's
approval and we'll need a good
counselor.

KARAIN
That's why we're going to win --
he's agreed to represent us.

Riker-2 reaches over to the reader; the letter disappears.

KARAIN (cont'd)
continuing( )

What did you just erase?

RIKER-2
smiles( )

A contradiction.

FADE OUT.
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END ACT FOUR
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ACT FIVE

FADE IN:

EXT. SPACE - FULL SHOT - THE ENTERPRISE

has its TRACTOR BEAM attached to... WIDEN, REVEALING surface
of asteroid. Keep WIDENING, slowly at first, until the
asteroid comes into FULL SHOT. The Enterprise will have
shrunk nearly from view. We can just make out the teensy
TRACTOR BEAMLET as it detaches, and Enterprise MOVES AWAY.
PAN with it to REVEAL planet Telos -- very close.  (...Uh,
oh.)

PICARD (V.O.)
Captain's personal log, stardate [5
digits] point [digit]. I am
allowing the civilian Riker to
communicate with Data, who seems to
have given up all hope of rescue. I
fear however, that the meeting will
not have the consequence which Mr.
Riker intends.

INT. TELOS - CONTROL ROOM

Data will be viewing Riker-2.

INT. DATA'S QUARTERS

Riker-2 is at a viewer or reader. Data comes on.

DATA
simply( )

Why are you in my quarters, Will?

RIKER-2
I wanted you to see them again --
to remind you that you're coming
back.

DATA
A considerate gesture sir, but I
will not need quarters after I am
retrieved. Commander, is it not
inappropriate for you to be off
duty at this time?
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RIKER-2
smiles( )

I'm not -- there's two of us Data.
I was duplicated by the transporter
when I returned from the planet.

DATA
Duplicated sir? How fascinating.
One moment please.

Data is analyzing, but seems to be having some trouble.

RIKER-2
What's wrong?

DATA
I am having difficulty accessing
information pertinent to your
situation.

quite puzzled( )
Also -- I...

RIKER-2
concerned( )

What Data?

DATA
I should be utilizing my full
capacity to find a solution to my
dilemma. Instead, my thoughts are
being drawn to memories of past
experiences, and to various
projects I had planned to
undertake. Perhaps I am
malfunctioning as a... (result of)

RIKER-2
interrupts; angry( )

You aren't malfunctioning Data.

INT. MAIN BRIDGE (PICKUP)

Riker-1, Worf, Geordi and Karain are at a science station;
Picard, Troi and Crusher in command area.

GEORDI
That would get the transporter
through alright, but we want all of
Data, not just his molecules.

Geordi is struck by sudden pain, and cries out. Crusher gets
up.
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PICARD
Beverly, leave them alone.

Crusher sits down again.

TROI
discretely( )

There it is.

MAIN VIEWER

showing the asteroid off in the distance.

INT. TELOS - CONTROL ROOM

INT. DATA'S QUARTERS

DATA
I infer then, that you must be
experiencing the same mental
phenomena as mine.

RIKER-2
I'm going to appeal -- we're sure
we can win.

DATA
That is not a reasonable
assumption. The replication of
sentient entities is strictly
forbidden by Federation law. The
precedent set by making an
exception in your case would
invalidate that law. They must
destroy you, Will.

RIKER-2
thinks; realizes( )

Data, you're right, as always.

INT. MAIN BRIDGE - SCIENCE AREA

KARAIN
Maybe we could shatter it and
disperse the pieces. That should
lower the shock below Data's
threshold.
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GEORDI
That would ruin your experiment
wouldn't it?

Riker-1 and Karain exhange glances.

WORF
We would need phasers for that.

INT. DATA'S QUARTERS

INT. TELOS - CONTROL ROOM

A moment of silence, then Riker-2 suddenly laughs.

DATA
I do not see how laughter is
applicable to our situations.

RIKER-2
I was picturing a Telosian
engineer, trapped outside the
control room right now.

DATA
earnestly( )

Yes -- he would be having the same
thoughts as us. I fail to see the
humor, but it is an idea worthy of
pursuit.

RIKER-2
losing the moment( )

It was just an idle thought, Data.

INT. MAIN BRIDGE - COMMAND AREA

RIKER-1 (O.S.)
What about a photon strike? We
could collect the debris with the
tractor beam.

Picard seems to be thinking about something else.

CRUSHER
I don't think they're going to make
it.
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PICARD
They're trying, isn't that the most
important thing?

GEORDI (O.S.)
response to Riker( )

There isn't enough time.

RIKER-2'S COM VOICE
Captain, request permission to beam
down to the planet. Data and I have
found a way in.

The bridge crew all look at each other in amazement.

INT. TELOS - CONTROL ROOM (PICKUP)

Data and Drachan are having a conversation.

DATA
Not destroy you, Lord Drachan,
something much worse. The Prime
Directive of the Borg race is quite
opposite to the Federation's.

DRACHAN
And in exchange for protection
during our interment, your
Federation would benefit from our
technology.

pause; painfully( )
What have we done? What have I
done? I attacked your ship as a
game -- a test -- to see if it
could recover before burning up in
the atmosphere. I destroyed your
phasers, a decision -- a mistake --
that almost cost you and my people
their lives. You've exposed flaws
in our technology, errors in our
knowledge. What right do we have to
presume we are gods?

pause( )
But what is left for my people now?
To what purpose will we dedicate
our lives?

DATA
Lord Drachan, your goal is worthy
but misguided. Perfection as you
define it, is not possible to
volitional beings in an open

(MORE)
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universe such as ours. Perhaps you
DATA (cont'd)

should continue seeking it, but in
the realm where it can be achieved.

DRACHAN
And that is...

DATA
Dedication to your ideals. It is in
the struggle to achieve values that
perfection can be reached, not in
reaching the values themselves.

lets Drachan(
ponder)

You must be recased Lord Drachan.
The radiation will be lethal when
the shield drops.

INT. SICKBAY - TREATMENT AREA - CRUSHER

is working a hand-held dosage computer.

CRUSHER
I hope Data's exposure figures are
correct.

NEW ANGLE - CLOSE ON RIKER-?'S FACE (NO UNIFORM SHOWING)

(He's seated on a bed;) Crusher is near him, with supplies.
Picard and Troi are within earshot in b.g.

RIKER-?
I trust them doctor.

NEW ANGLE - PICARD AND TROI

have a quiet interchange; Riker-?, Crusher remain o.s.

TROI
When you said, "they're trying",
you were thinking of the appeal.

PICARD
yes( )

Hmm.

CRUSHER (O.S.)
This will protect you while you're
exposed...

Sound of HYPOSPRAY calibration.
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CRUSHER (O.S.) (cont'd)
continuing( )

You'll need more immediately on
return.

TROI
I did some research...

Sound of HYPOSPRAY administration.

TROI (cont'd)
continuing( )

...they won't win.

PICARD
The appeal won't be granted, he
will be destroyed.

Brief pause, then sound of HYPOSPRAY calibration.

CRUSHER (O.S.)
This will control the pain.

Sound of HYPOSPRAY administration.

TROI
(looking in Riker-?'s direction;
pointedly) He's being very brave --
he may not survive this you know.

CRUSHER (O.S.)
Numb yet?

RIKER-? (O.S.)
It's starting.

PICARD
Those reasons are why I wouldn't
let the other one go.

Riker-1, in uniform of course, and Crusher come into view.

RIKER-1
I'm ready.

INT. MAIN BRIDGE

Karain and Worf at his console; Geordi seated at Conn.

On the main viewer we see a few small asteroid FRAGMENTS go
past and STREAK through the atmosphere. The main ASTEROID is
closer.
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Troi ENTERS from the turbolift.

WORF
The first group of fragments has
reached our position.

EXT. TELOS - DAY - CITY - ESTABLISH

arrival of fragments. We see STREAKS in sky; hear WHISTLES
and BOOMS when they strike.

INT. TELOS - DAY - CONTROL ROOM

Drachan is near casing pedestal; Data at controls.

DRACHAN
We shrank our universe to achieve
perfection -- we reached
stagnation. (gets up on pedestal;
looks up) It's time for us to reach
out...

looks at Data( )
Mr. Data, tell your Captain Picard
that Drachan, on behalf of the
Telosian people, wishes to join
your Federation.

DATA
I will tell him, Mr. Drachan.

DRACHAN
Thank you. Good luck.

We see Drachan RECASED. Data goes to the viewer.

INT. CORRIDOR - NEAR TRANSPORTER ROOM - RIKER-1

in radiation suit (carrying helmet) is going to transporter
room. We see some of his uniform in the neck area of suit.

Riker-2, also suited and carrying helmet, appears.

RIKER-2
I'll be encased during your
lifetime. You'll be dead when mine
resumes.

The two are very close. Riker-2 pulls a phaser from behind
his helmet.
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RIKER-2 (cont'd)
continuing( )

I'm sorry...

He aims at Riker-1 and...

CUT TO:

INT. TRANSPORTER ROOM - PICARD, O'BRIEN AND CRUSHER

are awaiting Riker-1.

DATA'S COM VOICE
Captain, there is little time for
the shields to return to full
strength.

Riker-2 ENTERS, fully hooded, and goes to the platform.

PICARD
He's on his way Data.

EXT. TELOS - CONTROL BUILDING - TERRACE

FRAGMENT effects as before.

Riker-2 MATERIALIZES; goes to entrance; pulls off glove;
puts/keeps hand on shield -- it starts DROPPING. His HAND
gets red from radiation burn.

INT. MAIN BRIDGE

EXT. TERRACE/INT. CONTROL ROOM - DAY

Main bridge on viewer -- the image starts BREAKING UP.

DATA
The shield is dropping Captain.

Viewer image DEGENERATES into noise as Data goes to the
entrance; he can start to make out Riker-2, whose hand
pushes through when SHIELDING terminates. Data steps outside
and moves away from the entrance. A WHISTLING fragment sure
sounds close...

DATA (cont'd)
hits insignia( )

Data to Enterprise, we...
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...BOOM -- Data hits the wall; Riker-2's thrown inside.

The SHIELD begins rising -- much faster than before. Data
gets up; puts his hand on shield -- it continues to rise.

DATA (cont'd)
Enterprise, the Commander is
trapped inside.

INT. TRANSPORTER ROOM

DATA'S COM VOICE
The shielding will not respond to
my touch.

Picard looks at Crusher, then at O'Brien.

O'BRIEN
The shield's risen too quickly this
time. I'm not reading him anymore.

PICARD
Data, is there time for someone
else to do it?

DATA'S COM VOICE
No sir -- I'm sorry sir.

PICARD
Beam him up.

We see Data MATERIALIZE.

INT. CORRIDOR - OUTSIDE TRANSPORTER ROOM

Picard, Crusher and Data EMERGE from the room; they stop
abruptly and look down at the floor; ?????

INT. TELOS - CONTROL ROOM

INT. MAIN BRIDGE - FAVORING MAIN VIEWER

showing MAGNIFIED asteroid; switches back to NORMAL. VIEWER
switches to NOISY image of control room. We can barely make
out Riker-2 in his radiation suit.

TROI
Will!
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Geordi and Worf just look at each other. Viewer image
CLEARING up. We'll hear TURBOLIFT doors soon. Riker-2 nears
pickup into a CLOSE SHOT; takes off his helmet...

NEW ANGLE ON TURBOLIFT

Picard, Crusher, Data, and (surprise!) Riker-2, as evidenced
by the civilian clothes showing in neck area of radiation
suit, are staring at Riker-1 (uniform showing in neck area)
on the viewer.

INT. CORRIDOR OUTSIDE TRANSPORTER (FLASHBACK)

Riker-2 lifts the phaser, is about to fire, but Riker-1
knocks it out of Riker-2's hand with his helmet. Riker-1
delivers a blow to Riker-2, knocking him down. He grabs the
phaser, insures it is on stun, and FIRES.

Riker-1 surveys Riker-2 for a brief instant, then dons the
helmet, and continues to the transporter room.

INT. BRIDGE - CU - RIKER-2

(NOTE: Following interchange is V.O. - voice over only.)

RIKER-2 (V.O.)
Why did you stop me? Now we're both
going to die!

MAIN VIEWER - CU - RIKER-1

RIKER-1 (V.O.)
(knows the question Riker-2 has
asked) You couldn't have done it
without the treatment!

MAIN BRIDGE

Data goes to Ops. Riker-1 will be pained, and increasingly
overwhelmed by the radiation sickness during following.

DATA
Will, the Telosian encasement
procedure is available -- there is
still time.

Riker-1 looks at Crusher, who in turn looks away.

CRUSHER
I don't think so Data.
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PICARD
We're out of options, number one.

RIKER-1
I'm not your "number one", he is.

Picard looks at Riker-2 on the bridge, and we get a BRIEF CU
of the civilian clothing visible at the neck area.

PICARD
Do you really expect me to believe
that?

GEORDI
Captain, the asteroid is almost on
us.

RIKER-1
Riker... good luck.

Riker-1 TERMINATES transmission; we wee the ASTEROID
approaching -- fast.

PICARD
Move us out of the way.

Data and Troi will remain seated -- she won't watch. The
others stand, their gazes transfixed to the viewer.

We'll see the ASTEROID approach, fill the viewer as it
passes, then punch the planet with...

DATA
Six seconds to impact... four...

PICARD
Data!

(three... two... one...)

...a BRILLIANT flash. A PLUME of dust and gas blows into
outer space.

TROI
feeling his(
absence)

He's gone.

PICARD
viewing the(
cataclysm)

Yes, he's gone.
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There is a pause -- no one knows what to do or say.

RIKER-2
Captain...

Picard signals for Riker-2 to be silent; studies him.

PICARD
severely( )

Mr. Riker, this is painful for me,
but I have no choice in the matter.

Everyone draws in their breath, expecting the worst. Riker-2
stiffens, but maintains his composure.

PICARD (cont'd)
continuing( )

You are hereby reprimanded for
appearing on duty out of uniform.
Don't let it happen again.

The crew break into broad grins, Riker of course happiest of
all.

RIKER
Yes sir, thank you sir.

PICARD
smiling; the:(
"thee")

Welcome back to the -- bridge,
number one.

Riker and Karain look at each other.

KARAIN
secret smile( )

Would you like to assist me with my
analysis, Commander?

RIKER
secret smile( )

Maybe later, doctor. I've got some
letters to write first.

Riker EXITS to the turbolift.

FADE OUT.

END ACT FIVE

THE END
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